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P2E features and NFT integration make Battle Infinity one of the best new cryptocurrencies on the
market. Due to its growing popularity, Battle Infinity’s pre-sale has reached 50% of its goal. Crypto
winter tokens are often thought to be the best. The Battle Infinity platform is still under
construction, thus investors can only participate in the presale by purchasing tokens during that
time.

P2E and Battle Infinity fans have taken note of Battle Infinity’s presale event for the IBAT token on
its platform. As a result, it is often regarded as the greatest crypto coin for the next winter.

With a better-than-ever presale, we’ll see what the IBAT coin has in store for both enthusiasts and
investors.

50% of the Battle Infinity Pre-Sale Orders Have Been
Processed
IBAT’s presale reached its soft cap of 2000 BNB, or 12% of the presale, in just 11 days during the
Battle Infinity pre-sale. Battle Infinity’s pre-sale raised 45.87 percent of its hard cap. Its native utility
token, IBAT, has a soft cap of 2000 BNB for its crypto presale, yet 7568 BNB have already been
raised.

While the presale is open, you may only join until the hard cap of 16500 BNB is achieved.

If you have Binance Coin in a MetaMask or Trust Wallet, you can buy Battle Infinity (IBAT) via the
presale.battleinfinity.io website by connecting to the presale website with your Binance Coin.
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Battle Infinity (IBAT), Explained
Battle Infinity is a BEP-20 coin produced on the Binance Smart Chain platform, and IBAT is the
game’s native token. When used as a utility token, it helps to support the Battle Infinity ecosystem
and its different solutions, which is why it’s the native token here.

IBAT’s metaverse gaming platform, Battle Infinity, is a play-to-earn (P2E) metaverse platform with
NFT links. Users of Battle Infinity can earn money by playing skillfully, and they can also connect
with and network with other users and players.

The ecology of Battle Infinity can be broken down into five main parts:

What is it about IBAT that has Investors so Enthused?
IBAT is a must-buy for many investors because of the following reasons.

When compared to hack-prone Axie, Battle Infinity is considered to be more secure and
dependable.
During the presale, 28% of the total 10 billion IBAT tokens will be available. This is a capped
supply. This has a positive effect on demand.
Suresh Joshi, the co-founder of Battle Infinity, says CoinSniper’s safe KYC checks complement
the Battle Infinity foundation.
Blockchain gaming platforms’ in-game NFTs will continue to operate properly through June
2022, according to DappRadar.
Early adopters of Battle Infinity reap the rewards.
Pre-sale buyers have a leg up on the competition because of the current presale pricing.
IBAT’s pre-sale sold out quickly, indicating that the audience is excited about the show.
Because of this, it is expected that the price of IBAT will rise when it is made available for
trading on major cryptocurrency exchanges. Battle Infinity is an accessible game because of
the low cost of the token.
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Airdrop for Battle Infinity Crypto
The Battle Infinity airdrop event will deliver IBAT worth $3,000 to 100 participants, with a prize of
$500 going to the winner. Since no IBAT tokens are required for this airdrop, it’s more like a free
crypto giveaway than an airdrop.
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Additionally, you may check out the platform’s whitepaper, roadmap, and battleinfinity.io for more
details.


